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Well this one is going into my favourites category. I ended up buying the dlc's for full price because after about 5h of gameplay
I realised that there was no way I was not going to finish this one on the first go. I'm 50h in and I am about midway through the
game. IMHO this game is way more addictive and fun than its predecessor.. Dead in Vinland is once of the best games I've
played in a long time, and my first review in years, It creates a dark and realistic viking setting, where your goal is to survive.
The struggle is brutal and real, all while dealing with very intense social dynamics between your villagers. You start with 4, and
gather others (more options than what you can have, so every game and situation is different). You're forced to pay tribute and
manage them all. I consider myself an excellent strategy gamer, but lost after 8 hours but was okay with it and excited to try
again. The struggle was real, quality artwork and rough decisions. Constant micromanagement to excel, with a satisfying
conclusion. Quality of Life tip I found out too late - Right click water or food, then give to villagers so you're not dragging it one
at a tiem. If you love viking settings and strategy, GET THIS GAME.

The OST of Dead In Vinland is available! : Hello survivors! While we're still working hard on the 1.1 patch , we have a little
something for you! We have indeed released the OST of Dead In Vinland with 8 tracks to dive once more in Vinland. Those
tracks were actually inspired by the many characters you meet in the game.. Dead In Vinland - Documentary 6: Interview #2 -
Manon : Hello survivors! We're now at the sixth episode of the documentary on Dead In Vinland! Today, we present Manon &
her work as a graphic artist on Dead in Vinland! Hope you'll enjoy this new episode, don't hesitate to share it if you liked it or
comment below ! Every Tuesday , learn more about Dead in Vinland & all the little hands working hard behind it! See you next
week & don't forget to follow Dead in Vinland in their social media there for more news: Follow on Twitter : Like on Facebook
: Join the Discord server: For more news, check out the website :. Fighting for survival : Hello survivors! Lets dive today into
our fighting system , one of the new features for Dead In Vinland. Lets start by the basics. Dead In Vinland proposes a turn-
based combat system, opposing up to 6 characters (3 vs 3) . We designed our fights in order for them to be tactical , but quick .
It was important that they dont break the rhythm of the game, since you will have many things to think about in the management
part. The battle takes place on a small grid with back and front rows : each party has its side and each character has its
associated line and the skills target characters on specific rows (or on any row). Characters acts one by one considering their
INITIATIVE . This row system is dynamic , meaning that a front row exists only if there is actually at least one character on the
front row , protecting his comrades, if theres no front row, your characters could be hit by any skill! Each character has Action
Points each turn, which he can spend to activate skills , or move. Youll need to find the optimal use of the Action Points pool of
your character to success. Every character can switch row using 1 Action Point . End your turn without spending all your Action
Points grants you one AP for the following turn. The battle ends when all characters on one side lose all their Health Points.
Note that we separated the injury state bar that you have during the game from the actual HP of a fight . Consider fights injuries
to be short-term, and injury bar to be long-term. When a character loses all his/her HP, he is Knocked Out . The HP are divided
into 2 rows: above 10 and under 10. Above 10 are armor HP. You can lose them all you want, it wont have any effect on your
injury state. But if your HP go below 10, for each HP lost, the character will gain some injury after the battle ends . Obviously,
100% injury means the characters death ! Each playable character has a specific Battle Class and a Passive Ability. There are 5
Battle Classes, and each class has a specific purpose in battle Warrior : Pretty balanced fighter, works best in the front row
Protector : Can shield their weaker allies Shooter : Damage dealers, in need of protection ; can also reach enemy back rows
Mystic : Can buff and debuff Civilian : Disrupts the flow of the battle with their chaotic skills (row-changing, large damage
range) The Battle Class determines the set of 5 activable skills the character has in battle. They will also have a Passive Ability ,
which is independent from the Battle Class. It acts as a modifier to their behavior. Those different combinations mean each
character will have its unique playstyle in battle . In addition to all these set characteristics, some dynamic aspects of the
characters (e.g. stats) are affected by their state in the camp. So, lets dissect a battle skill. Inside a row, a skill can be set to target
1 CHARACTER, ALL CHARACTERS or 1 RANDOM CHARACTER & can be limited to target another character on a
specific row (only front, or only back), or target ANY row . Example: Sniper Shot can hit any enemy in any rowWhile Hit n
Run can hit a RANDOM enemy in the Melee row. Beside attacks, we also have buffs and debuffs which can change any
parameter of the character with gain bonus ranks for ACCURACY and POWER rolls, but also for CRITICAL chances, AP,
Initiative, etc. We made the choice to exclude HEALING skills from our game, for several reasons. It breaks immersion, we
cant imagine our characters taking time to magically heal themselves during an ambush in the woods But more importantly, it
would in the end artificially drag the length of the fights, and we most certainly dont want that. As said our combats are
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designed to be tactical but quick and not the flow of our core management survival gameplay.. Patch 1.02 : Hey survivors! We
wanted to push a quick patch today with the most important fixes that could be done in only one day of work. The patch notes
are below, but maybe the most important fix is that we REMOVED THE TIME LIMIT of 120 days. You can now play
indefinitively if you like. It's just a quick and dirty way to do it, I think we will rework a bit what happens when you reach the
end of the tributes, but it will need a bit more time to do it properly. As of now, we will continue to fix small things up as they
come, but we'll also start working on bigger changes that will take us a bit more time to do. We'll pick things from the Wishlist
thread that we set up and that is growing, we'll try to communicate from time to time on what our priorities are, but I can
already tell you that the fast/skipping of dialogs lines is on our top priority list. If you like the game, don't hesitate to leave us a
little review! For small developers like us, it's a lot of help :)
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- DEAD IN VINLAND 1.02 PATCH
NOTES: Removed the event happening on day 120 which would end the game. Now the game is endless. Added a bunch of
tributes until day 200. After that, no more tributes for now. Changed the values of dehydration decrease in the share the drinks
phase to match the number of doses given (1 dose = 100% chances to lower 1 level of dehydration now) Dryer: Lowered
chances of stolen food (Was 20%10%5% => Now 15% 5%1% Corrected a bug in the calculation of the Dryer efficiency, that
would raise way too much the chances of food being stolen when the Dryer's condition malus was applied Crafting of Healing
items in the Forge: Increased amount of powders crafted in one time from 1 to 4 Increased amount of ointments crafted in one
time from 1 to 2 Reduced crafting cost per powder from 3 healing plants to 2 Removed basic Crit Resistance level up Traits
from the level traits pool of the Sturdy characters Enhanced the tooltip for whetstones and armors, to show how much days the
effects will last. Corrected speakers in one of Parvaneh's dialogs Corrected a bug allowing to craft one of the Shelter's Tier 2
upgrades before crafting Study 2 Corrected some tributes where you could get stuck in the dialog, not able to pay the tribute.
Corrected a dialog where knut would appear in a conversation with Solveig even after his death Corrected a bug that would
enable a character to talk about Yaghoub, even after his death. Corrected missing translated texts and typos in FR/DE Corrected
a value not showing in the Big Heart trait SPOILERS BELOW! Changed the way Ciss hunger strike chained events work: they
should now trigger everyday after the initial event shows, so you can convince him to stop the hunger strike quickly. You still
can fail though. Made Invincible Bjrn truly invicible. Corrected a bug which made Eustache steal again after being caught and
forgiven You can't freely harvest fruit indefinitively on Fruit tributes anymore, only the amount asked by the tribute.. Dead in
Documentary Episode #2 : Hello survivors! Now is the time for the second episode of Dead in Documentary ! In this new
chapter, Matthieu will present our studio, CCCP ! You maybe don't know everything about the creators of Dead in Vinland yet,
like our previous projects , how we started the studio or the other games we work on! As always, tell us what you think of this
series in the comment section ! That's all for today, don't forget to follow us on social media for more Dead in Vinland news !
Follow on Twitter: Like on Facebook: Join our Discord server: For more news, check out the website:. The Vallhund is coming
in your camp on September 19th + Udpated Roadmap : Hello survivors! So, this summer, we've been working very hard on our
first DLC for Dead In Vinland, and the 1.2 Patch.. Hotfix 1.05 : PATCH NOTES: Added 1 bonus Tinder item on skillcheck's
success when harvesting them on the Tinder Tree. Corrected a very nasty and stealthy bug that prevented Eustache to trigger
most of his dialogs! You should now be able to complete his romance. Achievement for reaching 100 in a skill corrected: Now
triggered when 100 is reached via standard skill XP increase, use item increase and trait increase. It will also be given upon
game load if a character has 100, in case it failed to be unlocked prior to that. Now Angelico's special chain of events will only
trigger after meeting with a certain blue goddess, giving a little more respite in the beginning of the game. Corrected a lot of
cases when Solveig/Knut would appear or be mentionned in dialogs even after their death. Mining camp 3 upgrade could be
crafted without having unlocked Tier 2 upgrades. Corrected Angelico's relationship values bug: Values/effects behind the scenes
were working as intended, only the display of "[someone]'s opinion on Angelico" was wrong (always 0). Reduced chances to
have "drought" and "rain" weather after a drought. (Chances were 40% sun 20% rain 40% drought, now 60% sun 10% rain 30%
drought Corrected a bug which prevented to slaughter sheep when they were born in the pens until game was loaded again.
Parvaneh's final romance dialog could be triggered even if she had been rebuffed. Fixed infinite Stone exploit with the Wall
Remains rune. Fixed infinite Wisdom exploit with the Wolf Statue rune. Fixed infinite Wisdom exploit with Volcano Cave.
Fixed a bug when a lot of save-scumming the level-up trait list would empty the list and show less than 5 traits (invisible trait
bug) Skills values where not refreshed in the side bar + UI after level up.
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